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Abstract Street lighting, as the most essential and univer-

sal component of the urban lighting system, accounts for a

large portion of public electricity usage. Therefore, improv-

ing street lamps working efficiency is vital for energy sav-

ings. This paper demonstrates the design of a smart street

lighting system supported by the combination of NB-IoT

and LoRa communication technology. By adopting an opti-

mized street lamp control algorithm, the system can realize

the automatic control of street lights according to the real-

time traffic flow information. This system has been installed

on Luyang Avenue, Lucheng City, Shanxi Province, China

in May 2019. It managed to reduce the electricity consump-

tion in this region significantly in June 2019, which was 18%

lower than that in April 2019 and 19.7% lower than that

in June 2018. By illustrating the unique advantages of this

system in energy savings and cost reduction, this paper dis-

plays its potential for further application in the construction

of smart cities on a large scale.
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1 Introduction

As a common source of lighting, street lamp is an important

part of urban road lighting system. With the expansion of

urban roads and the growth of people’s daily travel demand,

the number of street lamps in each area increases at a lin-

ear rate [1,2]. The quantity of urban street lamps in China

has risen from just over 10 million to nearly 30 million from

2004 to 2019. The long-term power supply required by street

lamps results in about 35% of the electricity being dissipated

every year [3]. Therefore, in order to improve the energy uti-

lization rate and reduce the waste of electricity in urban road

lighting system, appropriate control methods must be taken

to improve the work efficiency of street lamps and further

promote the scientific management and green energy saving

of urban lighting system [4].

Traditional street lamp control methods such as man-

ual, induction, and timing control are low in intelligence

and cannot meet the requires of modern urban construction.

With the rapid development of communication and micro-

electronics technology, intelligent streetlight system with In-

ternet of Things [5–13] has gradually become the most po-

tential research field, such as using wireless network tech-

nology like ZigBee to monitor the status of street lamps and

to detect traffic flow and environment.

In terms of monitoring the working status of street lamps,

Fabio Leccese et al. [14,15] designed a street lighting sys-

tem, which obtained with ZigBee to collect the parameter in-

formation of street lamps and verify the working state of the

street lamps. In 2016, Francisco José et al.[16] proposed an

intelligent street lamp management system based on wire-

less communication and DALI protocol, which could not

https://www.editorialmanager.com/tels/download.aspx?id=104800&guid=84d16dae-e9e7-4e33-b738-80bac2a71f13&scheme=1
https://www.editorialmanager.com/tels/download.aspx?id=104800&guid=84d16dae-e9e7-4e33-b738-80bac2a71f13&scheme=1
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only realize real-time monitoring of running state of the street

lamps, but also developed a mobile device information and

fault location application program SCADA. In terms of road

environmental perception, Philip Tobianto Daely et al.[17]

designed an intelligent streetlight system on account of Web

integrated management in 2017, using intelligent LED street

lamps with weather-sensing function. In terms of the mon-

itoring of traffic flow, Pilar Elejoste et al.[18] proposed a

street lamp control system based on wireless communication

and LED technology in 2013, which could detect the flow of

vehicle flow and the running condition of the street lamps.

However, its complex system design and man-sized hard-

ware circuit implementation made it not suitable for large-

scale application.

In other aspects of street lamp control, many scholars

have made great achievements in some research directions

such as artificial intelligence, big data model optimization

. Among them, as a new algorithm, Artificial Neural Net-

work (ANN) is one of the heat spots of many scholars[19,

20]. Based on the analysis of the existing control methods of

street lighting, the idea of “energy on demand” on account of

ANN modeling method was put forward by S.Pizzuti et al.

in 2013[21]. Ulteriorly, Juan F. De Paz et al.[22] proposed an

intelligent urban lighting control system in 2016, which in-

tegrated advanced technologies such as ANN, Expectation

Maximization (EM) algorithm. In 2019, Prabu Mohandas

et al.[23] also proposed an energy-saving intelligent street

lighting system based on ANN, which reduced the power

dissipation by 13.5%. Besides, in terms of Wireless Sen-

sor Network (WSN), Soleda Decolar[24] proposed an in-

telligent streetlight control system in 2014, which based on

adaptive behavior rules. The control equipment on the street

lamp post could dynamically adapt to the presence of pedes-

trians and vehicles around it. In 2019, He Junjian et al.[25]

further used WSN technology to obtain road environment

parameters. The algorithm implementation of the intelligent

streetlight control system based on artificial intelligence tech-

nology is relatively complex, and the requirements for hard-

ware circuit components are relatively high, which make it

not easy to large-scale field applications.

At present, although the pilot project of the intelligent

street lamp has been established in some Chinese cities [26],

it has not yet formed a scale and the most street lamp control

strategies do not incorporate real-time traffic flow informa-

tion. Therefore, on the basis of analyzing the existing tech-

nology, an intelligent streetlight system with low power con-

sumption and low construction cost is designed in this pa-

per. The proposed system adopted low-power hardware cir-

cuit components and communication technology and com-

bined with a streamlined street lamp control strategy, which

could intelligently adjust the lighting time of the street lamp

according to the traffic flow. At the same time, the cloud

server side can monitor the working state of street lamps

in real time through Narrow Band Internet of Things so as

to facilitate the timely handling of street lamps when they

work failed, which realizes the intelligent management of

urban streetlight under the premise of energy saving and

environment protection. By analyzing the use of electricity

consumption of the application area before and after the us-

age of proposed system, it has greatly improved the energy-

saving effect of street lamps, where the electricity consump-

tion in June 2019 was 18% lower than that in April 2019 and

19.7% lower than that in June 2018.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The overall

structure design of the intelligent streetlight system and the

functions of each module are introduced in Sect. 2, the hard-

ware circuit design of the motion detector unit and street-

light controller are briefly discussed in Sect. 3, and Sect. 4

depicts the software design of the system. The practice ap-

plication effect and analysis of this system are illustrated in

Sect. 5, and the conclusion is summarized in Sect. 6.

2 The overall architecture of the system

The structure of the smart streetlight system proposed in this

paper consists of three main parts: Motion Detector Unit

(MDU), Streetlight Controller and Cloud Server. The archi-

tecture of the whole system is shown in Figure 1.

MDU and Streetlight Controller are the control core of

the smart streetlight system, which communicate through

the LoRa network. According to the data transmission dis-

tance of LoRa communication, street lamps within the same

LoRa communication range are divided into a street lamp

group. Each street lamp group consists of a street lamp with

MDU and about ten street lamps members. The spacing be-

tween each street lamp is approximately 50 meters. MDU

monitors the traffic flow information based on the principle

of Doppler velocimetry and combines the optimized street-

light control algorithm to calculate the street lamp control-

ling command, which is transmitted it to the Streetlight Con-

troller through the LoRa network to realize the dynamic con-

trol of the street lamps. Besides, the MDU is also equipped

with an NB-IoT module through which the working status

of MDU can be uploaded to the Cloud Server.

The Streetlight Controller receives the control demand

which sent by MDU through LoRa network to executes the

corresponding command to realize the control of the street

lamps on and off. In addition, it can also upload the status

messages of street lamps such as voltage, current to Cloud

Server through NB-IoT network, which is more convenient

for staffs to realize the monitoring of the working state of

the street lamps.

Cloud Server mainly includes three functional modules:

Account management module, Device management mod-

ule and Dispatch service module, which is implemented on
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Fig. 1 Functional structure of the system

computer, mobile phone and other terminals. The Device

management module can monitor whether MDU and street

lamp work normally. Dispatch service module means that

when the Cloud Server detects that the working status infor-

mation of the street lamp is abnormal, the damage informa-

tions of the street lamp is printed to the maintenance work-

ers, so as to realize the effective management of the street

lamp.

3 Hardware circuit design of the smart streetlight

system

3.1 The hardware design of MDU

3.1.1 Principle of Doppler velocity measurement

The Doppler effect of electromagnetic wave points out that

when the object and the electromagnetic wave source are

in relative motion, the reflected electromagnetic wave fre-

quency fr will change. The change between fr and the emit-

ted wave frequency fs is the Doppler frequency fd . When

the target object is moving toward the emission source, due

to the Doppler effect, the frequency of the electromagnetic

wave signal returned from the target will be higher than the

frequency of the emission signal. The calculation formula of

Doppler frequency is as follows:

fd = fs − fr = 2v
fs

c
cosθ (1)

where v is the velocity of moving object, c is the speed of

light, and θ is the angle between the direction of movement

of the object and the normal of the detection surface of the

detector. It can be seen from the calculation formula that the

Doppler frequency is proportional to the relative speed of

the electromagnetic wave emitting source and the moving

target. Therefore, when the Doppler frequency of the target

is measured, the velocity of the target relative to the elec-

tromagnetic wave emission source can be obtained by using

this calculation formula.

3.1.2 Dopplor Motion Detection Unit MDU6220

The X-band Doppler motion detector unit MDU6220 of SMS

is used to detect the movement of vehicle.Figure. 2 shows

the structure of MDU6220.

Oscillator

Filter

MIX

Filter

IF Output

Receive Antenna

Transmit Antenna

 

Fig. 2 MDU6220 Structure diagram

MDU6220 is an integrated microwave transmitter and

receiver module. It contains a microwave transistor oscilla-

tor inside, which can provide a signal with stable frequency

and amplitude at unit operating frequency. This signal is fil-

tered to reduce harmonics and spurious signals, and then

divided into two signals of approximately equal amplitude.

One signal is further filtered and fed into the transmitting

antenna and the other signal is fed into the local oscillator

input. When the transmitted signal encounters an object in

the process of traveling, the signal reflected back will be col-

lected by the receiving antenna and coupled with the Radio
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Frequency input of the balanced mixer. The coupled sig-

nal is compared with the transmitted signal to obtain the

Doppler frequency, and the subsequent signal processing is

performed on the Intermediate Frequency (IF) output of the

module. It is worth noting that the balanced mixer config-

uration provides superior matching and lower conversion

loss compared with single-ended mixers, which improves

the sensitivity of MDU6220 and enhances its capture capa-

bility while reducing false detections.

The amplitude of the IF output signal is proportional to

the volume of the measured object and its distance from the

MDU6220, and the frequency is proportional to the speed of

the detected target. In addition, the MDU6220 module can

generate two orthogonal pulse signals to detect the direction

of movement of the target object by detecting its forward or

lag phase. By designing conditioning and screening circuits

to process the IF output signal, the traveling direction and

speed of the vehicles are judged, which lays the hardware

foundation for the system software implementation.

3.1.3 Hardware circuit design of MDU

The hardware circuit design block diagram of the MDU is

shown in Figure 3. In order to reduce the power consump-

tion of the MDU itself, the main control MCU adopts 32-bit

chip STM32L151 based on the Cortex-M3 architecture of

ST. The ultra-low power dissipation mode of the chip can

achieve low depletion while also meeting the requires of de-

sign without reducing system performance.

The IF signal is counted by the MCU counter after low-

pass filtering, programmable amplification and voltage dis-

crimination. When the frequency of the measured signal is

larger than the preset value, it is determined that a vehicle

has entered the detection area. The vehicle information de-

tected by MCU will generate streetlight control commands

through an optimized streetlight algorithm. Then it is trans-

mitted to the Streetlight Controller through the LoRa net-

work, which realizes the on and off control of the streetlight

according to the received command. Moreover, the MDU

is also equipped with NB-IoT module, through which the

Cloud Server can monitor its working state.

Considering that other interference factors such as leaf

fluttering caused by wind or running of small animals may

lead to the misjudgment of MDU and lighting up street lamps

will result in further power dissipation, the digital poten-

tiometer and amplitude discrimination are used in the hard-

ware circuit design to adjust the feedback resistance of the

amplifier circuit to realize the programmable processing of

the output signal of MDU. Only when the volume of the de-

tected object is larger than a certain value can the counting

system be triggered effectively. At the same time, the low-

frequency disturbance is filtered through software, which

avoids misjudgment caused by interference and makes the

result more accurate.

3.2 Hardware circuit design of Streetlight Controller

The number of Streetlight Controllers is much higher than

that of MDU in practical applications. Therefore, the power

consumption of the Streetlight Controller itself has a great

influence on the power consumption of the entire system.

The MCU of the Streetlight Controller uses STM32L151

microcontroller as well as MDU, which enables it to reduce

power consumption while maintaining its processing speed.

Figure 4 shows the hardware circuit design diagram of the

Streetlight Controller.

The command to control street lamps that the MDU trans-

mits to the MCU of the Streetlight Controller through LoRa

module is the foundation to realize the control of street lamps.

Besides, the Streetlight Controller is equipped with sensors

to detect the voltage and current of street lamp, which can

be uploaded to the cloud server through the NB-IoT network

so as to realize the real-time monitoring of the working state

of the street lamps.

MDU6220 IF signal Filter Programable Gain

MCU

STM32L151
NB-IoT Module

LoRa Module

Cloud Server
Voltage 

Comparator

Voltage 

Comparator

Vref USART

Streetlight Controller

ETR Pulse 

Counting

USART

Fig. 3 Hardware circuit design of MDU
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Fig. 4 Hardware circuit design of Streetlight Controller

4 Software design of the smart streetlight system

4.1 System communications design

4.1.1 Communication between MDU and Streetlight

Controller

The MDU and Streetlight Controller are 50m to several kilo-

meters apart in actual application. It would be complicated

and expensive to use long distance wired connections. By

comparing the wireless communication modes commonly

used in streetlight control shown in Table. 1, combined with

the low-power design goal of the system, LoRa is selected

to implement the communication between street lamps.

LoRa is a low-power Local Area Network (LAN) wire-

less communication technology introduced by Semtech in

2013. It can achieve the purpose of long-distance transmis-

sion under the condition of low power consumption, which

make it wide use in many fields such as smart city, smart

home and so on [27–29]. Therefore, the wireless serial port

module E32(433T30S) from Chengdu YIBEST Electronic

Technology Company is selected as the core part of LoRa

communication in the system design.

In addition to the realization of long-distance transmis-

sion under the condition of low power consumption, this part

has strong anti-interference ability and suppression ability to

the same frequency interference and various noises. At the

same time, it can also realize the function of sending and

receiving data by broadcasting. Therefore, within the effec-

tive communication range of LoRa, each street lamp only

needs to communicate with the street lamp equipped with

MDU. The Streetlight Controller under the control of the

same MDU chooses the same frequency point and distinct

communication address. Depending on this, the MDU can

use the broadcast mode to send control demands to each

Streetlight Controller through addressing, so as to achieve

the effect of turning on and off the street lamps in turn.

4.1.2 Communication between MDU, Streetlight Controller

and Cloud Server

NB-IoT is a low-power LAN based on authorized frequency

band. It is widely used in smart cities, public utilities, logis-

tics and other industries due to its excellent characteristics,

such as wide coverage, low construction cost and no inter-

ference between equipment in the same base station [30].

Therefore, NB-IoT is adopted in this paper to implement

the communication between Cloud Server, MDU and Street-

light Controller. On the one hand, it can monitor the working

state of MDU to ensure the normal working of the whole

system; on the other hand, the operating state of the street

lamps can be uploaded to the Cloud Server by the Streetlight

Controller through NB-IoT network. Once an error warning

is found in the system, the fault information will be pushed

to the maintenance workers via mobile phone, which can

make sure they handle the abnormal street lamp in time.

Table 1 Wireless commuunication modes commonly used in streetlight

Category LoRa Sigfox ZigBee

Coverage Area 10km 13km Short Distance

Validity of Battery More than 10 years 8-10 years About 1-2 years

Date Rate 50kbits/s 100kbits/s <250kbps

Current Situation Comparativ maturity Mature commercial Comparativ maturity

Network Deployment Isolated network Coverage Sigfox network Isolated network
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4.2 Algorithm of street lamp controlling

As the core of system operation, the algorithm implementa-

tion of street lamp control is also the focus of system soft-

ware design. Based on the effective detection distance of

MDU to the vehicle, only the monitoring of one-way ve-

hicles is considered in this system. The operation mode of

the whole system is that the street lamps are not energized

in the daytime. Light up half of the street lamps at night in-

tervals while the other half are on or off depending on the

traffic information of the road. Concrete streetlighting con-

trol algorithm can be roughly divided into two situations to

consider: when the moving object detection unit detects only

one vehicle passing within a certain time (such as 30s) and

when there are multiple vehicles passing at distinct speeds

and distances.

4.2.1 Control of street lamps when there is only one car

passing

As shown in Figure 5, when the MDU detects only one ve-

hicle passing by within 30s, the control demands are sent

to the corresponding Streetlight Controller by LoRa to light

the 1−n street lamps after time tn = d/v(n−1), where v is

the speed of vehicle. Assuming that the speed of the vehicle

is constant when passing the road section, the time interval

T required for each Streetlight Controller from lighting to

turning off the street lamp is also the same.

4.2.2 Control of street lamps with unequal speeds and

distance of multiple vehicles

When more than one car entering at varying speeds and un-

equal distances in a short time is detected by the MDU, Fig-

ure 6 shows the related algorithm flow.

When MDU detects that the first vehicle driving at speed

v1, the time interval to sequentially turn on the 1− n street

lamps are set to t1, and all turn off after the time T1. When

it is detected that the second vehicle is driving at speed v2

at the moment, the time interval to turn on the 1− n street

lamps in sequence is still t1 if v1 > v2, but turn off after

the time T2(T1 < T2); If v1 < v2, on the premise of judging

that the second car can catch up with the first car, set the

time interval to turn on the 1−n street lamps in sequence as

t2(t1 > t2), but turn off after T1.The MDU continues to detect

whether there is a vehicle, and the value of the vehicle count

variable Cnt is increased by one once a vehicle is monitored.

The vehicle count variable Cnt will be cleared and a new

round of detection will be restarted When the next vehicle is

not detected within 30s.

4.3 Software development

The embedded program of STM32L151 microcontroller is

written by using IAR embedded software development tool

with high compiling efficiency to realize the detection of

moving objects and the control of street lamps.

On the IAR development platform, the STM32Lxx HAL

library was used to complete the embedded programming

design of MDU and Streetlight Controller. The main func-

NB-IoT Base Station

Motion 

Detector 

Unit

Streetlight

Controller

PC

Mobile

Platform

LoRa

Cloud Server

123n

50m

Fig. 5 Schematic scenario
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Fig. 6 Algorithm flow of street lamp control for more than one vehicle

tional modules of the program are: hardware initialization

module, frequency measurement module, and communica-

tion protocol realization module. Among them, the first mod-

ule includes the initialization of timer, system interrupt and

USART serial port and frequency point setting of LoRa mod-

ule etc. The frequency measurement module is realized by

the counter of the CPU, which realizes the pulse counting in

time unit through ETR function. The communication proto-

col implementation module of the Streetlight Controller re-

ceives and parses the LoRa serial port packet, so as to control

the lights on and off of street lamps.

5 Field application

The system has been installed on-site on Luyang Avenue,

Lucheng City, Shanxi Province in China. After more than

a year field testing, as well as continuous improvement, it

has been able to implement the expected results. The field

application diagram of Streetlight Controller and MDU are

shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Dedicated to City Management

Streetlight Controller

Fig. 7 Streetlight Controller

MDU is installed towards the direction of the oncom-

ing vehicle. The installation angle and internal parameter

settings of each MDU are adjustable, which enables it to

accurately capture vehicles in four lanes on one side and en-
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Dedicated to City Management

Motion Detect Unit

Fig. 8 Motion Detector Unit

sures the precision of control. Adopting an interval control

methos, each MDU controls 10 street lamps under normal

circumstances (it can be adjusted appropriately according

to specific road conditions). A total of 18 MDUs and 165

Streetlight Controllers were installed on Luyang Avenue, ac-

counting for 46% of the total number of street lamps.

The system was formally put into use in Luyang Avenue

in May 2019. The street lamps of Luyang Avenue are con-

trolled by four distribution boxes. The electricity consump-

tion data of the four distribution boxes of Luyang avenue in

2018 and 2019 are shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen that the electricity consumption in June

2019 was 18% lower than that in April 2019 and 19.7%

lower than that in June 2018 after the intelligent streetlight

system was put into use in Luyang Avenue, which signifi-

cantly reduced the electricity consumption. When MDU and

Streetlight Controller work normally, the average power con-

sumption measured are 9.18mA@∼220V and 10.20mA@∼

220V respectively, which meets the design goal of low power

consumption of the system.

In addition, in order to test the function of reporting

faulty street lamp information to the cloud server, the power

supply lines of a street lamp is artificially disconnected while

the system working normally. The smart street lamp cloud

server can detect the abnormal variations of the street lamp

working status, and then send the information of the street

lamp to the maintenance worker to handle the abnormal street

lamp in time, which achieves effective management of street

lamps and furtherly improves the intelligent level of urban

street lamp management.

6 Conclusion

An intelligent streetlight system based on Internet of Things

technology is put forward in this paper. Based on the hard-

ware circuit of MDU and Streetlight Controller designed

by low power consumption microcontroller STM32L151,

the proposed system adopts the low-power communication

technology of LoRa and NB-IoT, which implements the in-

telligent control of cities under the premise of low power

consumption and construction cost. In addition, the work-

ing voltage and current information of street lamps can be

monitored through NB-IoT, which can effectively improve

the timeliness of street lamp maintenance and management.

Practical application results show that the system can achieve

80% energy saving for a single lamp and about 20% overall

energy saving on the premise of meeting travel stipulates,

i.e. lights when the vehicle comes and goes out when the ve-

hicle is away. Its good energy-saving effect, excellent fault

detection, low power consumption and cost characteristics

beneficially enable it to be applied to the construction of

urban road facilities on a large scale which makes it have

favourable economic and social benefits.

 
Fig. 9 Luyang Avenue electricity consumption statistics
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